
SPA 21V,  Winter 2017 

 

Supervisor: Robert Blake rjblake@ucdavis.edu 

Spanish 21Y is the first of two Intermediate Spanish courses offered in an 

online format that combines videoconferences with digital tutorial 

instruction.  All students will participate in one large-group videoconference 

per week as well as meet one hour in small groups (3 people). The course is 

based on an interactive textbook, iCultura, available through Canvas for free, 

which focuses on the most frequent 3,000 words in Spanish 

 

You can follow the course through the Calendar below. We have the same 

assignment structure for every week:  

 MONDAY: class videoconference, presentation of that week´s vocabulary 

and grammar 

 TUESDAY: iCultura vocabulary and grammar digital tutorial lessons 

WEDNESDAY: Video Recordings (CANVAS platform)  

 THURSDAY: Small group videoconferences 

 FRIDAY: Writing assignment or debate  

 SATURDAY:  online quizzes 

 The course materials and exercises focus on developing the same array of 

speaking, listening, reading and writing skills promoted in traditional 

intermediate UC Spanish class but through an online format.   

You will need microphone and headphones for the video recordings and 

tandems. Keep in mind that most laptops now come with internal 

microphones. It is also possible to participate from the language lab in the 

basement of Olson.  
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Students should plan to spend at least 10 hours a week working with the 

online materials and other assignments. It’s best to spread these hours out 

over the course of the week; cramming doesn’t work with language learning. 

It is important to remember that although this course only meets virtually one 

day a week, it is still a 5-unit course. 

Participation 

Your in-class and online participation grades will be based on both the quality 

of your work and on the amount of effort you invest in trying to learn the 

iCultura material. Anyone who is consistently well prepared for meetings, pays 

attention, exhibits a positive attitude and clearly tries to do their best will 

receive a high participation grade. Conversely, anyone who is consistently ill 

prepared distracted and exhibits an attitude not conducive to a learning 

environment will receive a low participation grade. 

FINAL EXAM 

As per the requirements of the UC Senate, the final exam will be administered 

in person at a convenient location on your campus.  Arrangements for this 

will be facilitated by the Office of the President (ITLI program).   

WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

 Week 1 and 2:  

o Vocabulary about professions; grammar about present tense 

Video with Spanish writer (Pablo) from Catalonia and readings 

about Spanish political situation. Video chats in small groups 

 

 Week 3:  

o Vocabulary about regional Spanish food and preferences 

Grammar on gustar-type intransitive verbs and periphrastic 

future. Video with Spanish professional woman from Southern 

Spain (Teresa) and readings about Spanish life style and food. 

Video chats in small groups 



 

 Week 4: 

o Vocabulary about proverbs Grammar about written discourse 

connectors Video with Spanish woman humanities student 

(Silvia) from Galicia and readings about bilingualism. Video chats 

in small groups. Written composition on multilingualism in Spain 

with comparisons to U.S. society. 

 

 Week 5:  

o Vocabulary about weather in Mexico. Grammar on past tenses. 

Video with Mexico economist (Quetzal) and readings about 

Mexican economic development and university life. Video chats 

in small groups 

 

 Week 6:  

o Grammar and vocabulary review composition on Mexican life 

midterm exam 

 

 Week 7:  

o Vocabulary about transportation and travel. Grammar about 

perfective tenses. Video with Mexican language teacher (Daniela) 

and readings about Mexican literature. Video chats in small 

groups 

 

 Week 8:  

o Vocabulary about vices and virtues. Grammar about intonation 

patterns. Video with Mexican woman (Maira) and readings about 

Pre-Colombian culture and language. Video chats in small 

groups 

 

 Week 9:  



o Vocabulary about sports and politics in Cuba. Grammar about 

object and reflexive pronouns. Video with Cuban computer 

consultant (Fernando) and readings about Cuban society. Video 

chats in small groups 

 

 Week 10:  

o Review for final composition on Cuban life. 


